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VICTOR LOVE
FOUNDER EVOLV ACTING 
STUDIO

On behalf of Evolv Acting Studio and all
our dedicated students, it is with immense
gratitude that I extend a heartfelt thank
you for joining us at the "Muse" showcase.
This evening is a celebration of the
boundless talent and diversity of our
students, whose passion for their craft
continues to inspire us all.  Witnessing
their growth and artistic expression is a 

testament to their dedication and the transformative power of the
performing arts.

At Evolv, we pride ourselves on nurturing a community where every
individual is empowered to explore their unique voice and perspective.
The "Muse" showcase exemplifies this ethos, showcasing a rich tapestry
of performances that reflect the kaleidoscope of experiences and
talents within our studio. From heartfelt monologues to captivating
pieces, each scene is a testament to the depth and breadth of our
students' artistry.

To our esteemed guests from the entertainment industry and beyond,
your presence tonight honors not only the hard work of our students but
also the spirit of collaboration and support that defines our industry.
Your continued patronage and encouragement inspire us to push the
boundaries of creativity and excellence. Thank you for being an integral
part of our journey and for championing the next generation of
performing artists.



A Raisin in the Sun (Monologue I/II)
Shelby Bugg & Jabari Harris

Bride Wars
Charvette King & Cyprina

A Time to Kill
Menos Bouquette & Nick Buhse

Moonlight
Howie Sheard & Gileesa Chillis

Angels in America
Marcellus Lewis & Shardae Pearson

Rainmaker
Ashlynn Hinton & Tyran Dewalt

Erin Brokovich
Cavario Jackson & Zaida Grigsby

Never Come Inside My Silence
Brian Mitchell Saylor & Delresea Mornes

Talk Radio
Micah Silva Sanders & Timohy Isaiah
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Wine and Roses
Deonte Walker & Cyprina

Steel Magnolias
Leah Branham & Van Vaugh Robbins

Game of Thrones
Emma Ysobel

Mississippi Burning
Duke Jackson & Megan Huber

Jackie Brown
J. Antione Pressley & Natyana Rochelle

Doubt
Kimelyn Minnifield

Fences
Chanda Lightsey & Quinton Holloman

Street Life
James Joseph Crawley

Virginia Wolf
Curt Hassinger & Theodore Godfrey
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ASHLYNN HINTON 
Actors Choice Talent Agency - Seeking Representation

Ashlynn has played roles from movies, such as He Got Game,
Carlitos Way and  Mr Bridgeton . She  trains with Victor Love at
Evolv Studio & has trained with Tammy Nichols at That’s a Wrap
studios. She has also has taken classes at Los Angelos film school.
Ashlynn has Cheerleader skills & performing arts skills Certified
make up artist  ! She loves make up , shopping & Cruises  travel! 

BRIAN MITCHELL SAYLOR   
TIGERSHARKBLUE@HOTMAIL.COM
Aligned Stars Agency

Brian has studied under Victor Love/ Master Instructor/ Acting
Coach/ for seven years at Evolv Atlanta Acting Studio. He is a
native of Philadelphia, PA, and a graduate of The University of the
Arts Philadelphia PA. You can see some of his latest body of work
on his IMDB profile. He says, ''its through acting that I'm
developing the skill and knowledge to craft characters with my
truth, an opportunity that I look forward to sharing on various
platforms".

THE TALENTTHE TALENT

CAVARIO JACKSON
(561) 685-2902  CAVARIOJ@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Cavario has played in Black Swan, A Perfect Murder, and Due Date
at Evolv Acting Studio. He’s currently training at Evolv under
Victor Love. Cavario has an MBA and is currently pursuing his
Masters in Theology degree. He has ambitions to create films that
bring people closer to God.



CHANDA LIGHTSEY 
(404) 490-8049  CTLIGHTSEY@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Chanda Lightsey is very excited to be a part of Evolv Acting
Studio, she has trained under Victor Love since 2021 and is
seeking representation.

Chanda enjoys photography and is currently working on her first
exhibition.

CHARVETTE KING
(407) 729-5384  CHARVETTEKING@YAHOO.COM
Seeking Representation

Charvette King's journey into acting is as unique as it is inspiring.
Before stepping into the spotlight, she dedicated her time to
educating and nurturing young minds as a school social worker
and preschool teacher. Additionally, her creative talents
extended to the world of theater, where she contributed her skills
as a costume designer for several school plays. This background
undoubtedly enriches her performances and adds depth to her
storytelling on screen.

CURT HASSINGER 
(404) 663-2467  CURTHASSINGER66@GMAIL.COM
Aligned Stars Agency

Curt has appeared in numerous films from horror, to comedy, to
drama, including TV. His training is at Evolv Studios Atlanta for 2
years, and has appeared in 3 theater showcases with them. Curt’s
skills include medical terminology, nursing, swimming, bowling,
and working out.



CYPRINA
(757) 719-8507   CYPRINASTOKLEY@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Cyprina’s recent performances include the lead (Valeria) in the
stage play "First Ladies The Genesis" and  (Chanel Brooks) in the
feature film "Open Secrets," on Amazon Prime. She is trained at
Evolv Acting Studios, The Theatre Lab, and Drama Inc. Upcoming,
Cyprina will showcase her talents in a supporting role in a short
film, as Maya in "Christmas Glow". Her skills include a strong
southern accent, poetry writing, fire arm skills from military
training, and a beautiful soprano/alto singing voice.

DELRESEA
(706) 331-8449-TEXT ONLY MORNESDELRESEA@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Delresea attends Evolv acting studio, where she’s learning the
Victor Love technique. She has performed in Deaf theater under
Jade Bryan. Delresea is fluent in American Sign Language and
English. She loves fashion and traveling. 

DEONTE WALKER
OTCUKD23@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

http://cyprinastokley@gmail.com/


DUKE JACKSON
(719) 369-8560 DUKEJCKSN@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Duke started out performing in live stunt shows at Universal
Studios and got his SAG card on “The Cowboy Way”. He recently
acted on “Stranger Things”, “Willy’s Wonderland”, and the
upcoming “Megalopolis”. He is a professional stuntman where he’s
doubled the likes of Daniel Craig, but is now focusing on acting.

EMMA YSOBEL
(404) 246-0948  EMMADOUGLAS80@GMAIL.COM
Aligned Stars Agency

Emma has studied with Victor Love since 2022, this is her 3rd
showcase.  She has worked on set with Marvel, Netflix, Apple, CW,
and Viacom and is looking to make her mark infront of the camera.
Emma excels at power lifting, boxing, cooking (sioux chef/pastry
chef), trumpet, synchronized swimming, fine arts (painting,
charcoal, sculpting), and foreign accents.

GILEESA CHILLIS
GILEESAC@YAHOO.COM
Seeking Representation

Gileesa is a student training with Victor Love at Evolv Studio.She
has performed in class productions such as, Belinda in Ali, and
also Wendy in Ozark. Gileesa is very excited to perform in her first
spring showcase, as Paula in Moonlight. When she isn’t
performing, Gileesa spends her time bartending and traveling. She
wants to thank her friends and family for all the support and love.



HOWIE SHEARD
(914) 482-4553
Seeking Representation

Howie Sheard, aka Howard Louis Sheard III, is an American-
Belizean Actor. He studies with Susan Batson Studios and Evolv
Studios. His work includes a PSA with the AD Council and Value
Partners, featuring a song by Kamauu called ‘Howie and the Howl’,
and his first lead role as Reggie in a Short Film called‘ Outgrown’.
Howie’s memorization and improv skills earned him the nickname
“one shot”. Howie excels in modeling, voiceovers, singing,
motivational speaking, and fashion design.

J. ANTIONE PRESSLEY
(404) 909-3777 JPRESS101@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

J. Antione Pressley studies with Evolv Acting Studio.  He had two
featured background roles in the film Intrusive. He’s a US Army
Reserve Staff Sergeant of 16 years and was a runoff candidate
2023 special election for City of East Point Ward-B. He enjoys
instructing classes, leading physical training at his Unit, grilling,
and small repairs on his vehicles. As an undergraduate he was a
volunteer Firefighter and is an Atlanta Fire Sprinkler Inspector.

JABARI HARRIS
(404) 623 - 7804 JABARI.HARRIS81@GMAIL.COM
Aligned Stars Agency



JAMES JOSEPH CRAWLEY
JCRAWLEY219@GMAIL.COM
Aligned Stars Agency

James Joseph Crawley is an Actor/Model, originally from Gary
Indiana now residing in Atlanta, GA. He has a strong theater
background and is best known for playing Victor Frankenstein, the
creator, in Frankenstein and Bassanio in Merchant of Venice. He is
a very humble, driven, and passionate man who enjoys spending
time with his son and is profoundly grateful to his family for
pushing him to always strive to be better than the previous day. 

KIMELYN MINNIFIELD
(404) 975-8572
Seeking Representation

LEAH BRANHAM
LEAHBRANHAM18@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Miami-Native, Leah Branham, hones her craft at Evolv Acting
Studio under Victor Love, specializing in the Chubbuck Technique.
With a lifelong passion and training in dance—ballet, tap,
contemporary and hip hop—she seamlessly blends movement and
emotion in her work. As a poet and singer songwriter, Leah graces
stages with her lyricism and soulful sounds.

mailto:Leahbranham18@gmail.com


MARCELLUS LEWIS
LEMONSTREETSHIRTS@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Marcellus has been seen on stage and film, he was a featured
extra in the film Popped, and recently in the stage play First
Ladies The Genesis.  He has a knack for accents including
southern and ethnic, and has acrobatic qualities including
handstands.

MEGAN HUBER
(814)418-4777 MHUBER711@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Trained in improvisation and the Chubbuck technique, Megan has
experience playing dramatic roles in modern classics like Burn
This and A Promising Young Woman as well as Shakespeare. She
led the short film, Water Beads on Your Skin and makes frequent
appearances in sketch comedies. Megan was a cast member of the
Village Theatre where she performed improv comedy every
weekend. The daughter of a veteran, Megan has extensive
firearms training and can pick locks!

MENOS BOUQUETTE
(954) 336-1173 BOUQUETTEMENOS@YAHOO.COM 
Seeking Representation

Menos has been working with Victor Love at Evolv Studios where
he’s performed lead  roles in Donnie Brasco, Forgetting Sarah
Marshall, Fading Gigalo, and A Time to Kill. He’s fluent in Creole,
French and English and enjoys staying fit, dancing, boxing, and
public speaking.

mailto:bouquettemenos@yahoo.com


NATYANA ROCHELLE
NATYANAROCHELLE7@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Being used to plays, Natyana Rochelle is not new to acting on
stage as she has been in school productions while attending The
Fort Valley State University and The Clark Atlanta University.
Graduating with a B.S degree in Journalism, she has published
many articles, written a book available on Amazon and even
created her own magazine multiple times while in school. She can
write, sing, dance, act and is currently seeking representation.

NICK BUHSE
(678) 833-8025 BUHSEN20@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Nick has received training from Victor Love of Evolv Studios for
multiple years and has attended multiple workshops evolving
around acting to perfect his craft.  Starting at an early age he
would dive deep into characters in movies and games.  This is
where his passion for acting developed.

MICAH SANDERS-SILVA
(970) 948-4280 MICAHSANDERSSILVA@GMAIL.COM  
J.Pervis

Micah Sanders Silva has been in short films such as House of
Hope, and Faces if the future. He played Austin in Lifetimes
Abducted on Prom Night. He has an upcoming role in Abduction.
He has studied with Victor Love, Diane Venora and Nancy Banks
studio. He can ski/snowboard. Speaks Spanish, Plays soccer and
basketball. 



QUINTON “Q” HOLLOMAN
(972) 805-7002 QUINTONHOLLOMAN@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Currently training at Evolv Acting Studios, most recently
performed monolouge in Bigger Nigger Blues, Inner Voices,
Monologues from Street Life. Writing, Modeling, Basketball,
Football, Baseball and avid Personal Training as well as Horseback
Riding and Firearms Training and travel are special intrests and
skills.  Additional attributes Height:6’3” Weight:210

SHARDAE PEARSON
(917) 916-2238 JSHARDAE@ICLOUD.COM
Seeking Representation

Shardae Pearson, ignited her creative journey in high school
theater and drama clubs. Transitioning from a recording artist
career she began in 2010, she seized acting opportunities, notably
in “Russ and Dru” alongside Meagan Good and Terrence J., in
“Wicked City” Season 2 and “Scavenger Hunt” before landing a
lead role as “Jazzy” in the forthcoming series “Born Again,”
(Isabelle Studios). As a world traveler, creator and culture
enthusiast, she’s ready to broadcast her diverse talents for the
world to see.

SHELBY BUGG
(470) 514 - 8892  SHELBYLBUGG@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Shelby Bugg has captivated audiences with her performances in
"Million Dollar Baby" and "August: Osage County '' within Evolv
classes and showcases. Shelby  trains at Evolv Studio and hones
vocal skills at Akirah Renee's clinic. A multifaceted individual with
skills ranging from painting to culinary arts, photography to music
composition and songwriting, she is a true creative spirit. A skilled
violinist, and adept in fashion styling and design,  Shelby  brings a
wealth of experiences and interests to every project.

mailto:shelbylbugg@gmail.com


THEODORE GODFREY
(404) 839-5389 REFLECTIVEMETEORITE@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Theo’s resume includes Sporting Life, Porgyy and Bess, Lure of
the Sea (Abdul), Beefy Tomato - Attack of the Killer Tomatoes.
He’s trained with Evolv and Alliance Theater.  Theo is a singer,
actor, improviser, pianist, playwright, screen writer, casting
director, director, producer and CEO of his building production
company REFLECTIVE METEORITE PRODUCTIONS. Swimming ,
drawing , sculpting , cooking and waiting tables.

TIMOTHY ISAIAH
(470) 909-9376 TIMOTHYISAIAHACTING@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Emerging artist from South Florida located in Atlanta Georgia,
with a  gift for storytelling creative concepts, and a psychologial
perspective; all delivered through dynamic cultural driven music!
Sonically reminescent of J. Cole, or a Kendrick Lamar,  when it
comes to his in depth lyrics, and thought provoking topics.

TYRAN DEWALT
(502)  644- 1372
Seeking Representation

Tyran has played roles from movies, such as He Got Game,
Carlitos Way and 40 Year Old Virgin. He trains with Victor Love at
Evolv Studio Tyran is a Therapist and Certified Hypnotherapist.
He is a soul singer and has the ability to do skillful impressions.
He loves international travel!

mailto:reflectivemeteorite@gmail.com


VAN VAUGHN ROBBINS
(404) 552-7752 VANROBB50@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

A musician at heart, Van plays and teaches piano which garnered
her a supporting role in the stage play Mahalia (Roanoke
Performing Arts Center, 2005). After a hiatus, she has returned to
the essential work studying under Victor Love (Evolv Atlanta). She
recently performed the finale monologue "Mama Grand" in the
Evolv Fall Showcase (Oct 2023). She brings energy to her work
that overflows from her motivational speaking and athletic
pursuits (i.e. swimming, biking and yoga). 

ZAIDA GRIGSBY
ZAIDAGRIGSBY@GMAIL.COM
Seeking Representation

Zaida has studied Chubbuck Technique at Evolv Studio for over a
year, and has taken film acting and Alexander Technique classes
at The Alliance Theater.

mailto:vanrobb50@gmail.com


Thank You for being a part of Evolv's Muse
 

                                  

  Home to our studio & The Paul Robeson 
  Theater
 

Stage Managers:                   Brian Mitchel Saylor 
                                                 Emma Ysobel Douglas
                                                 James Joseph Crawley
                                                 Mitch Michael
                                                 Timothy Dunbar
                                         

Interested in classes or private acting sessions with Mr. Love?  
Visit www.evolvatlanta.com and follow us on instagram at
@evolv_atlanta for updates on new classes, events, and more!

A Very Special Thank You to Paul and Carla Sherman of WFGG
Movies for their support of Evolv and our students through their

annual student scholarship fund

A very special thank you to Len Gibson, Founder - Peachtree International
Film Festival (PVIFF) for supporting Evolv Atlanta Acting Studio

http://www.evolvatlanta.com/
https://www.instagram.com/evolv_atlanta/

